
 

Consignment agreement between ODA Art & Kainebi Osahenye 

This agreement (the Agreement) made on this _________________ day of ____________________, 
20__________ by and between_______________________________ and ODA Art. 

1. Purposes 

- ODA Art will host Kainebi Osahenye in a Solo exhibition at O’DA Art Gallery for a duration of 3 weeks 
(with possibility/option to extend) 

- ODA Art shall not permit the works to be used for any other purposes without the written consent of the 
artist, Kainebi Osahenye. 

2. Consignment 

-  The Artist and ODA Art Gallery agree that the initial term of consignment for the works shall commence 
on 27th March and end August 7th, 2022  

- The exhibition will commence on April 15th, 2022 and end 7th May, 2022 (with possibility/option to 
extend exhibition). 

3. Pricing; Commission 

- ODA Art will pay for (ALL) exhibition costs including; Framing; Exhibition Printing Material & Art Work 
Logistics. 

- Commission on sales is divided between both parties as: 60% for the artist Kainebi Osahenye and 40% 
for ODA Art Gallery. 

- Payment to Kainebi Osahenye will be made within the week of receiving payment from client (payment 
terms will mirror payment schedule with client). 

- Unsold works post-exhibition will remain with ODA Art for 3 months from the end of exhibition (7th May, 
2022) and will be returned to the artists studio after this time (7th August, 2022). 

- Any damages to work under the supervision of ODA Art will be reimbursed to the Artist, Kainebi 
Osahenye. 

4. Exclusivity 

- During the duration of exhibition, the artist shall not solicit or negotiate or enter into any agreement with 
any other person with respect to or in furtherance of any proposal for a business relationship involving the 
sale and acquisition of the Works. 



 

Signed 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Date 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

ODA Art Gallery 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Kainebi Osahenye

Ebikenie
5th April, 2022


